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The Benefits of the FDC Guidewire Offering
The FDC Guidewire offering ensures efficient, country specific
functionality allowing customers to focus on future state and
customer journey. Through our hosted cloud setup, the FDC
Guidewire offering ensures an up to date core system combined with
a compliant and efficient Country Layer, thus securing compliance
with current and on-going legislation. The Country Layer
furthermore ensures efficient business processes, which are adapted
to Nordic (Danish, Swedish and Norwegian) conditions, and thereby
fulfills required insurance functionality in order for P&C carriers to
operate an efficient P&C business.

FDC’s Guidewire Offering – FDC’s Country Layer
The overall FDC Guidewire offering consists of three parts




The core Guidewire InsuranceSuite
FDC’s standardized Country Layer
Specialized Customer Layer

The FDC Guidewire offering is pre-configured to meet the needs of P&C carriers in the Nordic market. These services
is deployed quickly, and with minimal customization, which will enable P&C carriers to achieve their overall business
goals of increased flexibility, costs savings, scalability and decreased time-to-market. The FDC Guidewire offering
furthermore ensures efficient and pre-defined country specific functionality leaving customers to focus on future state
requirements, architecture and product structuring direction.
FDC’s Country Layer
The Guidewire InsuranceSuite is the core system, which FDC’s Country Layer is built upon. For that reason, FDC’s
Country Layer extends the Guidewire solution with additional country specific functionality and integrations, which
ensures a solution that works “Out-of-the-Box” in the Nordics. FDC’s additional functionality meets the unique needs
and requirements for P&C carriers competing in the Nordic market.
FDC’s Country Layer consists of four overall parts – see the figure below
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The FDC Guidewire offering is always up to date, which ensures compliance with current legislation. Business
processes are adapted to Nordic conditions and certifies fulfillment of required and needed insurance functionality to
provide means for securely running an efficient P&C business. The FDC Guidewire offering is a cloud solution, which
means that FDC on an ongoing basis handles maintenance and delivery of updates.
By using the FDC Country Layer FDC fully manages all integrations and legislative adjustments. That leads to a faster,
more effective and low risk implementation of the Guidewire application, all other things held equal.
When the Guidewire application is operative, the objective of Country Layer service is to make it simpler for
customers, and to enable the customers’ resources to focus on core competencies. Ultimately, this will lead to reduced
costs.
Customer Layer
The Customer Layer consists of customer specific integrations, and it ensures seamless integration between the
customer’s internal systems and the Country Layer/core system. Through the Customer Layer, customers can manage
e.g. user administration/authorization, price calculations, language set-up, and product configuration.
The Customer Layer makes it possible to differentiate from competitors on e.g. digital services, as this contains less
standardization and more bespoke development. The Customer Layer supports customers to orchestrate own services
(to be done with upgradability in mind). FDC guarantee the Country Layer is always in compliance.

Delivered as a SaaS-solution
FDC offers the Guidewire Insurance solution as a “Managed Service – Hosted Cloud Environment” delivery model, where
FDC manages the operation and maintenance of the solution. Customers get access to the use of the application as a
service, and pricing can be based the concrete scope of implementation. FDC’s SaaS-offering will provide our customers
with a stable and high performing production environment together with a professional service-oriented customer
support. FDC secures maintenance of the infrastructure, application level, operation of the application and auditing.
By utilizing secured cloud services, FDC ensures enhanced data security, while offering P&C carriers a greater degree
of flexibility. P&C carriers benefit from automatic updates and third-party integrations, as well as easy and quick scaling
of capacity.
The benefits from a hosted cloud solution are, among others







Increased focus on core competencies
Ready to use standard solution with pre-configured P&C standard offering for Nordics
Compliance and on-going platform upgrades handled as part of the solution concept
24/7 user support with local language capabilities
Common Country Layer with standard integration and minimum, appropriate product configuration ensures
both lower costs and risks
Easy integration and configuration with customer landscape through API and Customer Layer
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Do you wish to learn more about our Guidewire Solution? Please contact
Christian Nejstgaard, VP, Sales & Analysis
+45 51 38 11 12
nejst@fdc.dk

About FDC
A high level of professionalism and competent counseling has made us a trusted advisor and partner for
our clients – and one of Scandinavia’s largest suppliers of IT solutions for the insurance and pension
industry.

FDC

Lautrupvang 3A, 2750 Ballerup
+45 44 65 45 00
info@fdc.dk
www.fdc.dk
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